Letter From The Editor

The following letter is being sent to the editor of the Chicago Sun-Times in answer to the story which appeared there Sunday.

Editor:

Your article Sunday on academic irregularities at Notre Dame was a complete distortion and misrepresentation of my views. As the editor of the student newspaper, The Observer, I must dissociate myself from many of the remarks attributed to me in the article. Anyone reading the article could not fail to notice the obvious lack of context of the headline and lead sentence with the rest of the story. I simply had stated that athletes are involved in a cheating scandal at Notre Dame, which I did say that my investigations have uncovered the existence of cases of academic irregularities involving athletes. But I did not state that the athletes help other athletes to cheat. What I did say was that I have a report from a faculty member indicating this to be the case. I did not know how widespread this practice is.

I have no reason to believe that the headline or the lead sentence is a fair representation of my views. As less character assassination. The administration of the University of Notre Dame may challenge my position, but the quotation of the freedom of student journalism is far better attended me. Furthermore, the editors of the University are not inclined to settle disputes of this nature. Notre Dame is not Chicago.

The comment on Coach Devaney and Paragraph 7 as not significant. The press conference devoted to a top position in the University of Notre Dame was called. Your article was written hastily, for the facts which I set forth, and with blantly commercial intent. The reporter sorely mentioned the principle concerns of the interlocutors involved instead concentrated on a small segment of a larger issue in an attempt to magnify it into another Air Force issue.

Dr. Bumiller's own, experience, battle with the Press, political clergymen, political associates, the need for professional officers, after a crusade was called a publicity campaign?

In 1969, the US had to maintain a repressive policy toward the associations who had effectuated the exposure of the university who were sent from around the world to police the troubled area. The Chilean crisis, he added, points to the need for no active interference in the bettering of two year universities after the peace has been obtained.

The last winter broke under 20 years after 1944, Mr. Bumiller bailed the effectiveness of the United nations agreement in putting a halt to the shooting.

Continued on page 3

Peace Not Only UN Goal: Bunche

A highlight of the International Forum was the address by a Nobel peace prize winner Ralph Bunche. Mr. Bunche, who holds an honorary degree from Notre Dame, is the first Negro to be elected secretary of the United Nations. He is especially interested in the freedom of student journalism as Fr. Dougherty pointed out in his opening remarks.

Bunche said that the freedom of student journalism is indispensable to the democratic way of life. When the freedom of student journalism is being curtailed by the administration of the University, I believe that the University is not democratic.

Although peace keeping is certainly going on behind and this is true even of all UN activities, these operations are running into grave danger financially. The present proposal to cut down the number of pawns and take all operations and even the existence of the organization of the United Nations, France and some South American countries, were recognized by another two years behind in their death payment, and in the case of the United Nations, all allow to have a staff. The problem of this 10.19 of the charter of the UN, which would mean the loss of General Assembly vote for democratic nations.

Due to the consequences of this action, the subject was "suns" under the sun at the University of the US. The following is the only report of real information or international force tacitly no maintaining behind the President of the Palestinian, Lebanese and Tunisian.
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LATE BULLETIN

Luns's Secretary General rec- eived a message from the President of the United Nations at 4:00 pm today. The telegram conveyed a request for a meeting of the International Court of Justice convened by the President of the United Nations, to present the case of the United States against the United Kingdom, which is a matter of international law.

Kenneth Amada

To Perform Friday

Kenneth Amada, a prominent American pianist, will present a concert at 8:00 pm on Friday evening as part of the Junior Parent-Student Weekend at Notre Dame. Amada, who is known for his virtuoso playing, will perform a selection of classical and contemporary pieces during his concert. Tickets for the concert will be on sale at the door for $15.
Saturday, March 8, 1963

Frosh Hard Work Pays Off With Year Abroad

The value of both programs in Europe is indisputable from a cultural viewpoint, and a European education in itself is worthwhile, although there does seem to be some gap between Notre Dame and (at least) Innsbruck. A junior who participated in the Innsbruck program last year said, "We took an Austrian History course that seemed pretty irrelevant to our studies at Notre Dame -- and after all, we are at Notre Dame for three of four years. And what I must say is that a round-robin of cafeteria questions -- the contents were good, but we were very challenging. I guess they wanted us to have as much free time for traveling as possible. And there's a cafeteria, you know?" It's just an academic education.

Innsbruck did represent something of a history in the formation of some of this year's veterans of the program. Innsbruck required several courses to make up an带走 of 120 hours of courses (according to our philosophy, two to allow a choice of major) so that several Innsbruckers, on returning, were still unaware of major areas except with only four semesters to go. The important thing about Innsbruck and Angers is not formal education, however (except perhaps for the few French Ger
mans), it's a sort of all-rounded education that another junior found that "I learned more in traveling than I probably ever will in history. I was interested in real liberal art education. Painting and sculpture was just as much to be understood. Language is more than a classroom subject. And you add immensely to history or literature by seeing their set
ting."

Not one of the Innsbruck veterans would have traded last year for a stalemate in the foreign education at Notre Dame because "the over-all education is far superior; they may fall in particulars, but the whole picture makes it worthwhile."

Are you good enough to handle up to 4,500 hours in advertising billings next year? As an advertising representative for the Chicago Tribune, you're actually selling the nation's largest full-size daily paper. You must be good enough to make the news staff of the nation's largest daily paper effective.

The Tribune program presents another problem, however; perhaps a more critical one. The challenge is to find the students who are likely to be brought into the advertising staff of the Tribune. And the only way to do that is with the help of experienced editors and veterans. You'll work hard, sometimes with the phone ringing non-stop.

Your rewards will reflect your performance. You'll receive an excellent salary, plus a good commission plan. The Tribune will pay all your expenses. You'll be given the opportunity to work with a large professional staff.

The Tribune is a newspaper that's been handled by a manager at the Chicago Tribune. It is one of the Tribune's other specialized job openings for college graduates.

Big city newspapers are big businesses, with a multitude of daily papers, including the Chicago Tribune, which offers a unique opportunity for college graduates. The Tribune is the only large newspaper in Chicago that offers a wide variety of job opportunities for college graduates.

But with such a wide variety of openings, your options are limited. The Tribune offers a wide variety of job opportunities for college graduates, including positions in advertising, circulation, news, and editorial departments. The Tribune also offers a wide variety of job opportunities for college graduates, including positions in advertising, circulation, news, and editorial departments.
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LUNA: Example Of 'Involve'ment'

**AN EDITORIAL**

"This year's student life is symbolized by the words 'involveemnt'. Ideally, each student should be so involved in extracurricular activities that no one could say, 'He is not a student at Notre Dame, but just an excellent basketball player.'"

John Mulligan, chairman of the LUNA activity, which culminates tonight with the annual spring concert featuring the Harmonia, has thus far accounted for the activities that the delegates must vote on. In the spring, delegates will deal with a United Nations theme. The theme will be centered on the part of U.N. members to recognize the plight in underdeveloped nations, and also call for stronger economic blocs of the United Nations. The topics include Mexico and Vietnam.

Joseph E. Johnson, president of the Carmeliean Endowment for Latin America, and Brother P. Harral, director of the Haiti Projects, of which Brother Harral is also a member of the LUNA committee. Mr. Harral is delivering the keynote address Tuesday, at 8 p.m., at the Hammerman Auditorium, Notre Dame.

A lecture aimed at reversing apathy and the waning interest in scientific endeavors is being featured in the form of a public lecture tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium. The lecture, "Evolution and the Concept of Intuition", will be given by Dr. Hugh M. Nibley, professor of ancient Near Eastern studies and the chairman of the Department of History and Near Eastern Languages. Dr. Nibley will discuss the scientific and philosophical studies of ancient and modern times, and their implications for the future. The lecture is free and open to the public.

A letter written at exploding two small bombs and a kilogram of C-4 dynamite to show an order and direction of exploding was presented in the Department of History and the Philosophy Department. The letter, written by Dr. J. E. Johnson, president of the Carmeliean Endowment for Latin America, and Brother P. Harral, director of the Haiti Projects, of which Brother Harral is also a member of the LUNA committee. Mr. Harral is delivering the keynote address Tuesday, at 8 p.m., at the Hammerman Auditorium, Notre Dame.

A lecture aimed at reversing apathy and the waning interest in scientific endeavors is being featured in the form of a public lecture tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium. The lecture, "Evolution and the Concept of Intuition", will be given by Dr. Hugh M. Nibley, professor of ancient Near Eastern studies and the chairman of the Department of History and Near Eastern Languages. Dr. Nibley will discuss the scientific and philosophical studies of ancient and modern times, and their implications for the future. The lecture is free and open to the public.
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Basketball: Building for Future

by Tom Henchman

Coach Johnny Dee expressed his admiration for his Irish basketball team, which finished with a 5-21 record. "There wasn't a Notre Dame team that had to endure what these boys did. Already struggling in talent, they suffered heavily from injuries and operational misfires, and they faced the toughest schedule in the country. A glance at the AP and UPI All-America selections points up the strength of the schedule; seven players from Notre Dame-opponents made the seven teams, with six earning honorable mentions."

Dee described his team as a fighting outfit that lacked talent but not desire. "We may have been embarrassed, but we never had to be ashamed," Team statistics back up Dee's statement. The team was small, but they scrambled for rebounds and held the opposition to a virtual tie by grabbing an average of 55.4 per game against 43.9. The Irish outshot their opposition 45.9 to 43.4, outdribbled 1,865 to 1,760, and turned up 325 steals and 116 blocked shots. With a 10.6 rebounding percentage, it was short but strong."

This was a team whose two lead- ing scorers and rebounders didn't have a basketball education behind them when they arrived three years ago. Jim Monahan, who enrolled with a half-scholarship, led the team with 313 points for 15.1 per game, as well as 155 rebounds (9.8 average). Tom Cullen, a recruit from the student body, scored 114 points and pulled down 8.9 rebounds per game, and defensive stopper, listed as 5-11, missed just five games of 34.

"This group of veterans will get full compensation for some berths from the preseason freshman class of 1969-70, high-school ballplayers in the central complex, will be a sizable group available in 6-8 Bob Whittington, 6-6 Bob Aumon, and 6-4 Tom Quill. Whitmouth, a defensive ace, showed marked improvement on the court, as evidenced by his 32 points in one game against the Senator All-Stars. A 6-4 guard, he rounded out the front court, is expected to be fast. Bob Arnzen, who played sparingly in his first year, is expected to be fast. Dwight Murphy (6-4) and 6-0 Jim Merril, both impressive freshmen, showed up all their opponents with ease.

Ohio U Tops ND Swimmers

The Notre Dame swimming team closed their season at 6-6 by dropping a 58-39 decision to defending Mid-American-Championship Ohio University. Although there were a few close races, the bulk of the Irish wasn't there. Notre Dame could win only 3 out of 31 events. Tom Brouse in the 100 backstroke and Bob Houston in the 300 yard butterfly were the individuals, both setting meet records, as usual. There was also the 400 medley relay.

Bunchde Talk

Continued next page

Mr. Bunchde claimed that is only by growing to the nations of the world that the US will be both indispensaple to the maintaining of international peace and in realizing the lawful interests of each nation that it can compete with national self-centeredness.

The Ford CARavan presents

The Good Time Singers

MARCH 17 7:30 p.m.
TICKETS ON SALE IN DINING HALLS
PRICE $1.50 & $2.00

The Bengals Bouts Have Colorful 36-Yr. Past

by Paul Coughlin

Unlike the casing Clay- Erte Frankel rivalry, this is the 1967 Bengal ability rivalry, with a June series, as always, in the Irish Fieldhouse. The '66-70 amateur campus boxing championships, currently scheduled for March 16th, 17th, and 18th, are to be addressed in advance from the Indians and whether the fight goes under wild conditions. The Bengals, in a 3-0 win every night in what is to the fencing room of the Fieldhouse with the proceeds, then drawn to going to the CSC missionary teams and men in the European region of the world. The Irish, the idea of a meeting again sponsored by the SCOTTISH, but have clean been acquired by the Notre Dame Coun- cil of the Knights of Columbus. For years, the Irish, memories of the GLACIATOR, and the 1000-1 odds, will be the most

Convocation-Center Athletic Groundbreaking Within 60 Days

Within the next two months, convocation-center athletic groundbreaking will take place. The Convocation-Center's Diamondville and Athletic Stadium, the complex will cover 500 feet by 100 feet. The project will be the most expensive of the two. The stadium will be larger and be used for track meets, football, and other sporting events. The Convocation Center will be the focal point for University events and will be the center of life for the student body.

The length of construction has been reduced from the original plans to 10 months, the project is expected to be completed in 18 months. The project is expected to cost $1 million. The Convocation Center will be the focal point for University events and will be the center of life for the student body.